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Abstract: Lane-level road information is especially crucial now that high-precision navigation maps
are in more demand. Road information may be obtained rapidly and affordably by mining floating
vehicle data (FCD). A method is proposed to extract the number of lanes on urban roads by combining
deep learning and low-frequency FCD. Initially, the FCD is cleaned using the Density-Based Spatial
Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) clustering technique. Then, the FCD is split into
three categories based on the typical urban road types: one-way one-lane, one-way two-lane, and
one-way three-lane, and the deep learning sample data is created using segmentation, rotation, and
gridding. Lastly, the number of urban road lanes is obtained by training and predicting the sample
data using the LeNet-5 model. The number of urban road lanes was effectively identified from
the low-frequency FCD with a detection accuracy of 92.7% through the cleaning and classification
of Wuhan FCD. Urban roads can be efficiently covered by the FCD on a regular basis, and lane
information can be efficiently collected using deep learning techniques. This method can be used to
generate and update lane number information for high-precision navigation maps.

Keywords: FCD; number of lanes; DBSCAN clustering algorithm; deep learning; LeNet-5 model

1. Introduction

Lane-level road maps serve as the foundation for automatic driverless systems and
intelligent assisted driving systems. They facilitate autonomous vehicle navigation and
lane-based traffic analyses. At present, the primary data sources for generating lane-level
road maps encompass high-resolution images, on-board/on-board Lidar point clouds, and
high-frequency differential GPS trajectories [1]. The acquisition of these data necessitates
specialized equipment and procedures, albeit resulting in high-precision lane-level road
maps. Challenges such as high costs, protracted collection periods, and an inability to
reflect the most recent updates to the road surface remain.

GPS positioning devices are commonly installed in the majority of buses and taxis
operating in contemporary urban environments, meticulously recording the time and
location of each vehicle’s operation. This data, referred to as FCD, is rich in geographical
information and has wide-ranging applications in various fields, such as traffic manage-
ment, cartographic navigation, and urban planning. Harvesting road information from
FCD exhibits characteristics of low cost, broad coverage, and real-time functionality [2,3].

Road intersections, centerlines, carriageways, and lanes can be extracted from FCD [4–6].
The determination of the number of lanes has emerged as a current research hotspot.
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Uduwaragoda et al. [7] employed kernel density estimation to detect the number of lanes
and the position of lane lines from vehicle GPS trajectory data. Chen and Krumm [8]
introduced the concept of utilizing Gaussian mixture models to model GPS trajectory dis-
tributions across multiple traffic lines and introduced a novel regulator to enhance the lane
calculation performance of the new Gaussian mixture model compared to the traditional
one. Tang’s research group [9,10] analyzed the characteristics of FCD and employed the
density clustering method based on Delaunay triangulation to optimize the data. They
constructed a Naïve Bayesian classifier by detecting the coverage width of the FCD and its
distribution in the road cross-section. This Naïve Bayesian classification method was then
utilized to determine the number of lanes in the target road section. Tang’s team [11,12]
further employed the constrained Gaussian mixture model to simulate the distribution of
FCD on the road surface. They compared the advantages and disadvantages of the model
under different Gaussian component combinations and selected the number of Gaussian
components corresponding to the optimal model for the number of lanes. Yang et al. [13]
utilized fuzzy logic to match GPS traces with the lane-level road network. The fuzzy mem-
bership degree between GPS data and lane segments was employed to quantify matching,
leading to subsequent detection changes. Li et al. [14] employed the gradient lifting deci-
sion tree algorithm to identify the expanded lanes at intersections and non-intersections
in low-frequency FCD. Arman and Tampere [15] introduced a dissimilarity matrix based
on Frechet distance for road center-line construction and employed the Gaussian mixture
method for lane estimation, ensuring that the results were unaffected by GPS density
distribution on the lane. Shu et al. [16] utilized the least squares estimate to constrain the
Gaussian mixture model and developed an efficient and accurate lane-level road infor-
mation extraction algorithm. Fan et al. [17] established a lane extraction model using the
weighted constrained Gaussian mixture model and hidden Markov model to estimate lane
parameters, such as lane counts and centerlines, on each road cross section. In summary, the
aforementioned literature has reported various methods for extracting the number of lanes
from FCD, including kernel density estimation, naive Bayesian, different Gaussian mixture
models, and fuzzy logic, with an overall accuracy of less than 90%. The low detection
accuracy of the number of lanes affects the effectiveness of practical applications.

In recent years, the rapid advancement of deep learning has led to numerous fruitful
results in data mining, natural language processing, computer vision, and other related
fields. Scholars have applied deep learning techniques in the field of road information
extraction using crowdsourcing data, primarily focusing on video or image analysis [18].
Alternatively, numerous researchers have converted trajectory data into binary images and
extracted road centerlines through digital image processing techniques such as dilation
and refinement [19,20]. However, no current method exists that combines low-frequency
FCD and deep learning techniques to extract the number of lanes.

In this study, a method integrating low-frequency FCD and deep learning techniques
is proposed to estimate the number of lanes on urban roads. Firstly, the original FCD data is
cleaned to eliminate abnormal points and noise points with significant positional deviations.
Subsequently, deep learning samples are generated through segmentation, classification,
and gridding operations. Finally, we endeavored to train and test the sample data using the
LeNet-5 deep learning model to obtain the number of lanes at the corresponding location.
The primary contributions of this research can be summarized as follows:

• After classification and segmentation, we grid and normalize the low-frequency FCD
trajectory point data to generate standardized deep learning sample data.

• We employed the LeNet-5 model to train and test the sample data, aiming to enhance
the accuracy of lane number detection. This marks the first instance of utilizing
a deep learning model to extract lane numbers exclusively from low-frequency FCD
trajectory points.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The detection process of lane number
information on urban roads is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we clean the raw
FCD and use the DBSCAN clustering algorithm to eliminate drift trajectory points. The
method of constructing deep learning samples is introduced in Section 4. Calculation and
analysis of lane classification based on deep learning are introduced in Section 5. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Detection Process of Lane Number Information on Urban Roads

The present study utilizes Wuhan taxi trajectory data as its primary dataset to in-
vestigate the extraction of urban road lane number information. In order to facilitate the
investigation of taxi theft and robbery cases in Wuhan City, it is mandated that each taxi
periodically transmits its current longitude and latitude coordinates to the backend server
every 40 s. Almost every city in China equips its taxis with such positioning information
transmission devices. The frequency of location data automatically sent back by taxis
ranges from 15 s to a few minutes, and such data is typically stored in traffic management
departments or police departments, constituting a distinct low-frequency FCD. Figure 1
depicts the distribution of sectional low-frequency FCD trajectory points across the road
network in Wuhan.
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Figure 1. The coverage of FCD trajectory points within the road network of Wuhan City.

The detection of the number of lanes on urban roads is primarily divided into seven
stages. The initial stage involves matching the FCD with the vector data of the Wuhan
road network. The second stage involves preprocessing the FCD to eliminate data that is
out of bounds, abnormal, duplicate, or incomplete. The third stage employs the DBSCAN
clustering algorithm to remove drift trajectory points and further clean the FCD. The fourth
stage classifies the cleaned FCD into three categories based on the types of roads covered:
one-way one-lane, one-way two-lane, and one-way three-lane. The fifth stage transforms
the categorized FCD into deep learning sample data. The sixth stage utilizes the sample
data to train a convolutional neural network model. Upon completion of the training, the
converted FCD is classified to obtain information regarding the number of urban road
lanes. In this study, the LeNet-5 model is employed to train the FCD, enabling classification
and prediction of the FCD to obtain the number of urban road lanes. The specific process is
illustrated in Figure 2.
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3. FCD Cleaning

The original FCD exhibits defects, such as position drift and missing data, due to the
influence of equipment and signals. Consequently, a comprehensive cleaning process is
implemented to rectify these issues. This method is essentially divided into two stages: the
first stage involves preprocessing the FCD, while the second stage employs the DBSCAN
clustering algorithm to eliminate drift trajectory points from the pretreated FCD.

Affected by passenger flow, the data volume of floating cars covered by different
roads on the same day varies, as does the data volume of floating cars covered by the same
road on working days and rest days. Based on previous experience [14], to ensure that the
distribution density and width of FCD on the road can fully express the information of
the number of road lanes, a cleaning experiment was conducted on FCD from 55 roads in
the urban area of Wuhan. The data collection cycle was 7 days, and the road types of the
55 selected roads included: two-way two-lane 15 roads, two-way four-lane 22 roads, and
two-way six-lane 18 roads (most roads in cities belong to these three types). To ensure the
representativeness of the data, these 55 selected roads were evenly distributed across the
main urban area of Wuhan City, as shown in Figure 3.
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3.1. Data Preprocessing

The primary objective of data preprocessing is to eradicate out-of-bound, outlier,
duplicate, and incomplete records from the original FCD. In accordance with the research
requirements, four data processing guidelines have been established for FCD [21,22].

(1) Eliminate out-of-bound data. The central urban region of Wuhan is delineated by
113◦41′ E–115◦05′ E and 29◦58′ N–31◦22′ N, thus excluding any records falling beyond
these coordinates. As illustrated in Table 1, the FCD of car 12,823 surpasses the boundaries
of the research zone.

Table 1. The original FCD.

T_TargetID T_BeijingTime T_Longitude T_Latitude T_Speed T_Heading T_Status

39835 2013-08-21-03-03-23 114.137515 30.561093 14.30667 79.22 0
12823 2013-08-21-03-03-22 115.344663 32.566431 8.525416 217.4 262144
15749 2013-08-21-03-03-05 114.26177 30.455383 2.106431 26.2 262145
15217 2013-08-21-03-03-58 114.236966 30.623555 12.85236 325.57 262144
15217 2013-08-21-03-03-58 114.236966 30.623555 12.85236 325.57 262144
15536 2013-08-21-03-03-51 114.292326 30.547933 null 278.65 262144

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The red numbers in Table 1 represent dirty data that has been cleaned.

(2) Eliminate abnormal data. The taxi passenger status is characterized as “0” (empty)
and “262144” (occupied), and any values other than these should be removed. As illustrated
in Table 1, the abnormal passenger status of the vehicle numbered 15,749 needs to be
filtered out.

(3) Eliminate duplicate data. Records containing identical field values lack practical
significance and should be removed. As illustrated in Table 1, the vehicle with registration
number 15,217 has two identical entries, which represent duplicate data.

(4) Eliminate incomplete data. Missing field values can potentially skew the analysis
outcomes. Hence, incomplete data should be removed. As illustrated in Table 1, the speed
information for vehicle 15,536 is absent and should be excised.

3.2. Using the DBSCAN Clustering Algorithm to Eliminate Drift Trajectory Points

Using the DBSCAN [23] algorithm and employing data density as a similarity index for
spatial clustering, it is capable of not only clustering data of arbitrary shape in space but also
filtering out noise points [24]. The DBSCAN algorithm primarily requires two parameters:
Eps and MinPts, where Eps denotes the scanning radius centered on a point and MinPts
represents the minimum number of points contained within the scanning area [25]. The
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parameter Eps can be calculated using a function, with the MinPts parameter being adjusted
accordingly. However, the determination of the MinPts parameter solely relies on personal
experience or multiple experiments. According to the experiment in the literature [26],
MinPts is set to 1.

The DBSCAN clustering algorithm is implemented in MATLAB to purify the pre-
processed FCD. The results are depicted in Figure 4. The blue dot in the figure represents
the core point, which necessitates retention, while the red dot signifies the noise point,
requiring elimination.
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Figure 4. Implementing the DBSCAN clustering algorithm to eliminate drift trajectory points.

The application of the DBSCAN method led to the effective cleaning of three dis-
tinct types of lanes, as illustrated in Figure 5. The middle black line represents the road’s
centerline, while the black lines on both sides delineate the road’s boundary. This clean-
ing approach demonstrates promising efficacy and is deemed suitable for a variety of
road types.
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4. Construct Depth-Learning Samples

In this study, the LeNet-5 model was employed to classify FCD, yielding more precise
information regarding the number of road lanes. Firstly, the cleaned FCD was categorized
into three groups: two-way two-lane, two-way four-lane, and two-way six-lane. Subse-
quently, data conversion was performed, encompassing data segmentation, rotation, and
gridding. Consequently, the two-dimensional coordinate point set was transformed into
a two-dimensional array, composing a depth learning sample.
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4.1. Data Segmentation

The cleaned FCD is segmented, and the road is equidistantly divided into several small
sections. There are four main steps in data segmentation: first, intercept straight sections
and straight sections in curved roads; second, process the FCD in different directions, where
the direction angle of the road can be calculated from the Wuhan road network data, and
then the FCD on the road can be divided into two types of data with opposite driving
directions according to the head direction in the FCD; third, use the least squares method
to fit the centerline of urban roads; and fourth, segment the FCD, using the vertical line
of the road centerline to segment the FCD equidistantly (the segmentation distance in the
experiment is 5 m). As illustrated in Figure 6, the rightmost figure represents the split FCD,
with different colors in the figure denoting the FCD in each small section.
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4.2. Data Rotation

The intersecting urban road network and the varying driving directions of vehicles on
different roads can compromise the classification accuracy of a neural network. To address
this issue, the FCD of each road is uniformly rotated towards the due north direction, based
on the included angle between the road’s fitting centerline and the due north direction. This
rotation process consists of two steps: first, the geometric center of the FCD is determined
for each small section; second, all data points within the small road section are rotated
around this center point, with the rotation angle being the included angle between the
road’s fitting centerline and the due north direction. As illustrated in Figure 7, the rotation
diagrams of some small sections are presented. A total of 1210 small sections are employed
in this experiment.
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4.3. Data Grid

The rotated FCD is transformed into a two-dimensional array through gridding, alter-
ing its data format. The gridding process of each small section of the FCD following rotation
is fundamentally divided into three stages: initially, a rectangular box of constant size is
determined according to the distribution range of the FCD in all small sections, ensuring
that all FCD points in each small section are contained within the fixed-size rectangular
box. The second stage involves dividing the rectangular box into a 32 × 32 rectangular
grid and recording the number of FCD points in each grid. The third stage consists of
assigning a weight to achieve homogeneity in the gridded values. This process is elucidated
in Figure 8.
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The objective of homogenization is to proportionally scale the gridded values such
that their values are transformed into decimals between 0 and 1. The homogenization
formula is outlined as follows:

V = 1−
(

W × Ngrid-points

)
(1)

W = 1/Nmax-grid-points (2)

The normalized single grid value is represented by V, the weight value by W, and
the number of points in a single grid by Ngrid-points. Additionally, Nmax-grid-points denotes the
number of points in the grid with the largest density within each small road segment. After
data homogenization, a higher number of points in the grid results in a grid value closer
to 0, while a lower number of points leads to a value closer to 1. This process enhances
the training speed and prediction accuracy of the model, as well as preventing gradient
explosion. Figure 9 presents the gridding diagram of FCD for three distinct lane types. In
this study, all 1210 small sections were gridded, thus yielding 1210 deep learning samples.
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5. Calculation and Analysis of Lane Classification Based on Deep Learning
5.1. LeNet-5 Deep Learning Model

Professor LeCun et al. introduced the LeNet-5 convolutional neural network model
in 1998, which was effectively employed in handwritten digit recognition [27,28]. In
addition to the input layer, the conventional LeNet-5 architecture consists of seven layers,
characterized by the following features: (1) convolution and pooling layers are successively
applied; (2) convolution is utilized to extract sample features; (3) the average pooling
method is employed as the pooling layer; (4) the sigmoid function serves as the activation
function; (5) the sparse connections between layers can diminish computational costs. The
LeNet-5 model architecture for lane number classification is shown in Figure 10.
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According to the distribution characteristics of FCD on the road, the traditional LeNet-
5 model has been optimized to enhance the accuracy of lane number information detection.
The following aspects have been refined:

(1) Substituting mean pooling with maximum pooling may accentuate the subtle
features of the sample and mitigate the computational burden [29].

(2) Substitute the activation function with the ReLU. The ReLU exhibits a faster
convergence rate and simpler operation compared to the sigmoid function, effectively
mitigating the loss saturation problem induced by excessive training iterations.

(3) Use Dropout [30,31] to suppress overfitting. By discarding neurons from the
network according to a predetermined probability, one can effectively curtail overfitting
and enhance the robustness of the neural network.
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5.2. Urban Road Lane Number Detection Experiment

The detection of the number of urban road lanes is essentially a multi-classification
task, as it equates to the classification of urban road types. The experimental environment
consists of a dual-channel Intel (R) Xeon (TM) X5650, 3 GHz, 40 GRAM, 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04,
utilizing a Python programming language and TensorFlow framework. The study employs
a previously constructed deep learning dataset, encompassing a total of 1210 samples. Among
them, the number of samples in one-way one-lane is 270, the number of samples in one-way
two-lane is 456, and the number of samples in one-way three-lane is 484. The samples are
randomly divided into a training dataset and a test dataset according to a ratio of 10:1.

In this study, we employed the LeNet-5 model for experimental purposes. The initial
learning rate of the model is 0.00125, the number of trainings is 3500, the batch size is 55,
and the optimizer uses Adam. The convolutional neural network was trained on the input
samples from the training set in batches. The weights and parameters of the convolutional
neural network were derived based on the difference between the output results and the
actual results. Subsequently, the parameters were updated according to the learning rate
and the error back-propagation method to enhance the accuracy, ultimately yielding a stable
LeNet-5 model. In order to provide an intuitive and clear visualization of the training
process of the LeNet-5 model, we have depicted the corresponding accuracy curve and loss
value curve in the Figures 11 and 12.
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The loss value curve exhibits a tendency towards stability when the number of training
iterations reaches 1500–2000. Upon surpassing 3000 training iterations, the loss value
stabilizes at approximately 0.224. Upon completion of the LeNet-5 model training, the
recognition accuracy reaches a level of 93.58%.

5.3. Comparative Analysis of Experimental Results

The precision of the LeNet-5 model is subject to several factors, including the activation
function, initial learning rate, batch size, and grid size. This study comparatively examines
and analyzes the experimental outcomes derived from these aspects during the training
dataset process.

(1) Activation function comparison analysis. This study employs sigmoid and ReLU
activation functions for a comparative analysis. As illustrated in Table 2, the ReLU ac-
tivation function demonstrates a more efficient training process, lower loss values, and
superior accuracy when compared to the sigmoid activation function.

Table 2. Comparison of different activation functions.

Activation Function Training Time (s) Loss Value Accuracy

ReLU 915 0.224 93.58%
Sigmoid 969 0.598 84.74%

(2) The choice of the initial learning rate is crucial, as it serves as a means to regulate
the learning progression of the model. Learning rate is a hyperparameter in deep learning.
As illustrated in Table 3, the training time for the LeNet-5 model increases as the learning
rate decreases. Notably, when the learning rate is set at 0.00125, the model demonstrates
the highest accuracy on the training dataset and the lowest loss value. Hence, the optimal
learning rate for the LeNet-5 model is 0.00125.

Table 3. Comparison of different initial learning rates.

Initial Learning Rate Training Time (s) Loss Value Accuracy

0.0003625 1157 0.326 90.37%
0.0006250 998 0.613 85.5%
0.0012500 915 0.224 93.58%
0.0025000 691 0.38 89.28%
0.0050000 689 0.79 79.65%

(3) The selection of the batch size is crucial in the training input neural network, as it
denotes the number of samples involved. As illustrated in Table 4, the loss value for the
training dataset is minimized and the accuracy is maximized when the batch size is set at
55. Hence, the batch-size value for the LeNet-5 model has been prudently assigned as 55.

Table 4. Comparison of different batch size.

Batch-Size Training Time (s) Loss Value Accuracy

35 1148 0.457 88.23%
45 984 0.262 88.15%
55 915 0.224 93.58%
65 774 0.482 82.97%
75 722 0.319 88.11%

(4) The selection of the grid size is crucial, as it can significantly affect the spatial
distribution characteristics of the FCD and, in turn, influence the classification accuracy. As
illustrated in Table 5, the grid size of 32 × 32 yields the minimal loss value and the highest
accuracy in the training dataset. Hence, the grid size is meticulously set to 32 × 32.
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Table 5. Comparison of different grid sizes.

Grid Size Training Time (s) Loss Value Accuracy

24 × 24 700 0.553 83.35%
28 × 28 999 0.299 87.48%
32 × 32 915 0.224 93.58%
36 × 36 769 0.512 86.93%
40 × 40 1154 0.403 86.49%

Specifically, in the selection experiment of activation functions, initial learning rates,
batch sizes, and grid sizes, the optimal candidate factors were initially obtained based
on empirical knowledge. Three of these candidate factors were then fixed, with another
parameter factor adjusted, and the training time, loss values, and accuracy indicators
were recorded. Ultimately, following these experiments, it was verified that the optimal
candidate factors indeed constituted the best factors.

Optimal parameter settings for training the LeNet-5 model have been identified. Upon
completion of the LeNet-5 model training, a total of 110 test dataset samples were input
into the trained network for classification. Of these, 102 samples were accurately classified,
achieving a recognition accuracy of 92.7%. The model demonstrates comparable recognition
accuracy in both the test and training datasets, indicating its effectiveness.

To assess the performance of the deep learning approach presented in this study, we
conducted a quantitative comparison with several classification methods, including Kernel
Density Estimation [7], Naïve Bayesian, Constraint Gaussian Mixture Model [11], Fuzzy
Logic [13], Gradient Lifting Decision Tree [14], The Least Square Estimate to Constrain
Gaussian Mixture Model [16], and the Weighted Constrained Gaussian Mixture Model and
Hidden Markov Model [17]. The results of the lane number identification comparisons
are presented in Table 6. Based on these findings, our method demonstrates the highest
prediction accuracy when compared to other classification techniques.

Table 6. Lane number identification comparisons.

Methods for Lane Number Identification Accuracy

Kernel Density Estimation [7] 74.2%
Naïve Bayesian [9] 83.7%

Constraint Gaussian Mixture Model [11] 85.2%
Fuzzy Logic [13] 82.9%

Gradient Lifting Decision Tree [14] 83.9%
The Least Squares Estimate to Constrain the Gaussian Mixture Model [16] 83.3%
The Weighted Constrained Gaussian Mixture Model and Hidden Markov

Model [17] 78.6%

Deep Learning (Our method) 92.7%

6. Conclusions

In this study, the relevant technical methods for obtaining lane information based on
FCD in recent years are analyzed and summarized, and the overall accuracy is not high.
A method of deep learning is proposed to classify low-frequency FCD, and the method can
detect the number of urban road lanes and improve the detection accuracy. First, the FCD
is cleaned and classified. Then, the deep learning sample data is constructed through the
processes of segmentation, rotation, and grid. Finally, the LeNet-5 model is used for training
and prediction. The results indicate that our approach achieves a prediction accuracy of
92.7% for the number of lanes, significantly outperforming other methods.

The primary contribution of this method is the deep learning model introduced when
low-frequency FCD is used to detect the number of urban lanes. With the help of the
image sample idea, the point-like FCD is converted into a two-dimensional array of deep
learning samples. The utilization of the deep learning model enhances the prediction
accuracy for the number of lanes, marking this as a valuable exploration. High-precision
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map production companies can collaborate with floating car management departments or
public security departments to produce or update high-definition maps using FCD.

The findings of this study are subject to two limitations. Firstly, extracting lane
number information from low-frequency FCD necessitates a higher density of trajectory
points, which in turn requires a longer collection time for FCD. This could potentially
affect the timeliness of the results. Secondly, the LeNet-5 employed in this experiment
is a conventional deep learning model. Future research could explore the use of more
advanced deep learning architectures to achieve higher prediction accuracy.
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